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Informality as a Sticky Sector in the Post-Pandemic Era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Christopher Changwe Nshimbi*

Abstract: World Development Report 2019 engaged with the disruptions caused by innovation, technological progress and the fourth industrial revolution (4IR). It also assuaged apprehensions that machines would take over jobs in developed and developing countries in the future. This paper is located in debates on post-Fordism, a form of economic governance which manifests and progresses neoliberal globalization, and argues that post-Fordism intensified the casualization of labor and thus contributed to informality in Africa, but 4IR (and the disruption caused by the Covid-19 pandemic) provide opportunities to catapult Africa’s development. Past post-Fordist policies continue to generate major underlying conditions that impact the nature of work in Africa’s foreseeable and digital future. Some of the consequences assume an evolutionary path where formal firms create conditions for informality to flourish, through continuous innovations to avoid responsibility for workers’ welfare.
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Introduction
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Three of the reports’ findings are noteworthy for the discussion in this paper. The first concerns the increasing demand for advanced, adaptable, cognitive and socio-behavioral skills. This demand arises because of technology and reshapes desirable skills for work. The finding implies that ‘new’ technology-based jobs replace ‘old’ ones and that, old jobs require workers to acquire new skills. The second finding is that almost two-thirds of workers in many developing countries continue to occupy low-productivity jobs. Most of those jobs are in the informal sector, where access to technology is poor. It is worth quickly pointing out that informality in such countries is stable. This is contrary to expectation. It is also despite the changing nature of work and economic growth, which are assumed to lead to reduction in informality and increased formalization of work.\(^3\) Actually, informality in Africa is a permanent and increasing reality.\(^4\) The \textit{Future of Work in Africa} report asserts that addressing informality is a pressing concern for African countries.\(^5\) A third finding in the reports concerns the apprehensions in developed countries about the prospective effects of technology on employment. The reports assuage these anxieties and the likelihood that rising inequality aggravated by the gig economy will worsen working conditions for workers. They assuage the anxieties by arguing that technology generates new tasks and new sectors through innovation.

On its part, the Covid-19 pandemic helped bring attention to the informal economy, a sector that constitutes a significant proportion of the economies of most African countries.\(^6\) The pandemic also helped expose the precarious conditions in which informal economy workers operate. The precarious working conditions, in connection with the World Development Report (WDR) 2019 and its companion report, make it crucial that any discussion of the future of work in Africa should consider informal economy workers.

It is equally important to consider the economic reforms implemented in Africa in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when thinking about the future of work. There are several reasons for this. First, those reforms will have long-term impacts on the nature and organization of work in the 21st century. This necessitates examination of their ongoing impacts and is imperative, before discussing the tensions regarding the impact of ‘old’ manufacturing job losses caused by the automation associated with 4IR\(^7\) and the disruption of Covid-19. Second, the impacts of those reforms need urgent assessment because they are concomitant with the disruption already here because of 4IR. Third, the impacts of those reforms are, moreover, more pronounced

on a generation of workers declared redundant then, who nonetheless bear the responsibility to support, uphold (in sociological and cultural terms) and lead Africa’s next generation into the future. That cohort of parents/guardians suddenly assumed full responsibility of providing social services that had previously been under the care of government in countries that implemented those economic reforms. This is because the reforms, which included structural adjustment programs (SAPs), set parameters that restricted the provision of social services and had devastating socioeconomic consequences. The #FeesMustFall protests started around 2015 in South Africa, for instance, partly arose from frustrations with this reality and the demand for access to free, decolonized education. The parents/guardians of many students who demanded for free education included casualties of economic and corporate restructuring similar to the reforms implemented earlier in other African countries. Fourth, the impacts of the reforms implemented in Africa need urgent attention because issues with digital technology adoption rather concern harnessing it to leapfrog development than pursuing the linear progression to industrialization that developed countries followed. This potentially makes Africa a unique lab in which to investigate and comprehend the outworking of various issues concerning 4IR. Investigation of the many possibilities and possible futures of 4IR in this regard is, however, beyond the scope of this paper and worthy of further research.

This paper is located in debates on post-Fordism, a form of economic governance which manifests and progresses neoliberal globalization. It argues that post-Fordism intensified the casualization of labor in Africa and, therefore, contributes to informality on the continent, but 4IR (and the disruption caused by the Covid-19 pandemic) provide opportunities to catapult Africa’s development. Although an expansive literature exists on Fordism, post-Fordism, neoliberal restructuring, neoliberalism and globalization and their impacts on developing countries, no studies engage with these notions and their relationship with the informal economy in Africa. The paper picks post-Fordism or the transition from Fordism thereto, to emphasize that it constitutes a negated stage that bears consequences on Africa well into the future.

The problems that bedevil Africa cannot be explained merely by institutional and/or state failure, wrong economic theories or public maladministration and corruption.

9 Francis B Nyamnjoh, Decolonizing the University in Africa, in Oxford Res. Encycl. Pol. (July 29, 2019); Francis B. Nyamnjoh, #RhodesMustFall: Nibbling at Resilient Colonialism in South Africa (2016)."
10 Vera Songwe, A Digital Africa Technology can be a Springboard for Faster, More Inclusive Growth, 56 Fin. Dev. 27–29 (2019).
They must, instead, be examined against the backdrop of contradictions that exist within some of the prescriptive solutions handed down to those responsible for managing Africa’s economies. Hence, the paper argues that the specifics of some of Africa’s problems are inherently related to (the transition from Fordism and) the emergence in the 1970s of a post-Fordist and neoliberal profit-driven regime. In essence, the paper is located at the juncture in the shift from Fordism to post-Fordism wherein the world experienced changes in, among other things, dominant ideologies, politics and the economy.

The location helps to underscore the socioeconomic changes introduced by post-Fordism. Among the changes is the way that production is considered. The sociocultural changes due to the transition to post-Fordism including the ways that consumption is imagined and the supply of specialized goods to consumers on the basis of luxury or positional goods are, however, beyond the scope of the paper.

But relevant to the paper is the production aspect, wherein the shift to post-Fordism saw the rise of multinational corporations (MNCs), global markets and internationalization of production, financial and trade markets. The state’s regulatory role of the national economy, economic activities as well as its involvement in production declined simultaneously. This introduced changes in the workforce. Of particular relevance here is the notable increase within this transition in sub-contracting of workers; in the numbers of temporary workers, part-time workers and of workers who opted to be self-employed and/or to work from home. In other words, the transition from Fordism to post-Fordism introduced conditions that reduced job security for workers and made them more vulnerable to unemployment. The individualized labor force and flexible labor in this juncture made workers lose the protection and care of labor movements or trade unions that they had previously enjoyed.

The expansion of globalization is in this regard a defining feature of post-Fordism and particularly the growth and interconnection of MNCs or, more aptly, the transnational corporations (TNCs) that penetrate nation-states in interconnections that spread across the world. This global expansion and internationalization of TNCs defines the transition from Fordism to post-Fordism. The nation-state in the Fordist mode of governance was the central organizing feature of society. However, the expansion of TNCs diminished the significance of nation-states and ushered in post-Fordism, wherein labor movements and trade unions were weakened or abolished with this, the laying off of workers so that the corporation could achieve jobless growth became easier.

Further, MNCs in this (transition to) post-Fordist era mix the laying off of workers with outsourcing of most of their activities and effectively end up with fewer

---

full-time workers for whom they are financially responsible to cover social security and other needs. The engagement of a flexible workforce works well for MNCs because they can retain a minimal core of an ‘essential’ work force while effectively increasing the number of workers they place on part-time, contract or sub-contractual bases. In essence, MNCs expediently get to use workers when it is cost effective and let the workers go when they no longer need their services. The point to make here is that while MNCs optimize production in the post-Fordist era, the situation is different for workers. Production for profit indeed remains the organization principle for MNCs, and they seem to achieve the motif very well. But their employees are less secure in their jobs. They are less stable and are vulnerable to unemployment or joblessness. In short, the employees work in the precarious conditions that are characteristic of the informal economy.

History Does Matter: (Transition to) Post-Fordism, Casualization of Labor and Informality in Africa

The future of work in Africa cannot be dissociated from the post-Fordist mode of production and accompanying internationalization of production, financial markets, trade, globalization and generally, the progression of capitalism. The profit motif in capitalism drives innovation and the continuous push to lower the cost of production and increase profits. This motivated the economic reforms, restructuring and accompanying downsizing, retrenchment and laying off of workers from private companies and the public sector in most African countries in the late 20th century. It came as a given, with progression of and the process of neoliberal globalization.

The process does not end there (to give way to the automation of work) as the world is immersed further into 4IR. Some firms outsource services that even constitute the core of their businesses in the continuous push to lower production costs. This too works to the advantage of the firms because they can increase profit margins by cutting down payments associated with the socioeconomic needs of employees. In essence, the firms shirk, among other things, social security and welfare payments such as health care, pension and contributions towards retirement for employees.

But this casualization of labor entails insecurity on the part of workers. It expels them into the informal economy where they add to the downsized, retrenched, those declared redundant as well as those who had always worked in that sector. These

---

15 Id.
processes constitute a recurring reality of the post-Fordist era. They occur outside of and even without bringing 4IR into consideration and make the point concerning the suggestion in this paper that the informal economy in Africa is both permanent and increasing. Thus, Africa faces the double challenge of increasing informality in labor markets due to retrenchments and ongoing casualization of labor as it progresses further into the 21st century.

A clear definition of the informal economy and informal labor helps establish why this paper argues that the casualization of labor by private companies and the public sector in African countries contribute to the permanence and the increase in the numbers and category of labor in this precarious sector. The International Labour Conference (ILC) points out that the informal economy is broad in terms of scope and diversity. It thus broadly defines it as “all activities that are, in law or practice, not covered or insufficiently covered by formal arrangements.” Within this broad definition, informal labor consists of any work where an employee does not receive any (form of) legal and social protection from their employer. This means that a worker could even be employed or engaged by formal organizations but still be an informally employed. They are considered informally employed because they are not provided with any legal and social protection by their employer. This is what the casualization of labor in the post-Fordist era essentially does. There are various reasons why this happens. But Chen interestingly indicates that workers should not be blamed. This is because the workers might work in the informal sector on account of employment relationships that were previously formal but are informalized as employers, not employees, attempt to avoid state regulation and taxation. Retaining a sizable core workforce of regular employees, such employers choose to hire the rest on an informal basis to avoid taxes on payrolls and contributions to pensions and social security. Informal labor thus includes both self-employment in the informal economy and waged employment in the informal as well as in the formal sector where labor is engaged without the employer making any contributions for social protection.

Thus, past post-Fordist policies continue to generate major underlying conditions that will impact the nature of work in Africa’s foreseeable and digital future. Some of the consequences assume an evolutionary path where formal firms create conditions for informality to flourish, through continuous innovations to avoid responsibility for workers’ welfare. The firms work out flexible relationships with labor and sub-contract production to unprotected workers. This contributes to the persistence of the informal economy and makes it a sticky sector.

19 Nshimbi, supra note 4.
21 Id.
Informality, a Sticky Sector

While the WDR 2019 suggests that informality in developing countries has remained stable in spite of economic growth, it fails to account for the causes of informality and to recognize that the drivers of informality continuously evolve. In the process, workers continuously get expelled from formal work into the informal economy. Apart from its permanence, the informal economy is thus growing in Africa. A major contributor, post the reforms of the late 20th century, is the increase in the casualization of labor. While many studies and policy makers are quick to assert that informality is illegal, criminal and disruptive, they fail to call out public organizations and corporate firms for creating conditions that give rise to informality. This could be stretched further from the discussion on casualization and informality in the ‘History does matter’ section of this paper to two of multiple challenges that most developing countries face vis-à-vis investments by MNCs and the contribution they make to informality—weak laws and corruption in developing countries.

Weak Laws and Regulations in Developing Countries

One of two views can be highlighted concerning the weakness of the laws and regulatory environment that governs the operation of firms in the developing countries of Africa. In either case, I argue that the outcome contributes to the increase and permanence of informality in Africa. The view holds on one hand that laws are absent and/or the legal-regulatory environment for firms in most African countries is weak. Because of this, foreign businesses are reluctant to invest on the continent. To the poor legal and regulatory conditions are added factors such as macroeconomic and political instability, poor infrastructure, inefficient institutions, poor governance, lack of information and poor investment promotion strategies that are ill-conceived, all leading to poor foreign direct investment (FDI) in Africa. The shunning of African countries because of poor legal and/or regulatory environment translates into foregone investment. It impacts on prospects for creating jobs and formal employment opportunities. Foregone jobs increase the chances for employable human resources to venture into informal economic activities because formal alternatives do not exist. This reality is especially pronounced on a continent that not only hosts a large and growing


youthful population, but also has the highest levels of unemployment in the world.\textsuperscript{24} Where standards for governing labor exist on the other hand, the weak laws and poor regulatory environment disadvantage workers. The disadvantages are, of course, very obvious where laws and regulations to protect labor are non-existent. But even where labor standards exist, research shows that most African countries are faced with either weak or none enforcement of the standards.\textsuperscript{25} Further, many categories of workers in these countries tend to be left outside of the scope of labor laws.\textsuperscript{26} Labor thus finds itself in situations where either legislation that protects workers’ rights in the formal environment and in firms does not effectively protect them or labor is excluded from legislation altogether. This adds to factors that make working conditions precarious for most workers in Africa and strongly correlates with their casualization. It more so explains why some MNCs consider developing countries favorable destinations for locating production in the first place; because they provide environments where production costs associated with requirements to comply with labor standards can be lowered.\textsuperscript{27} Employers in such firms may also deliberately ignore labor standards that promote workers’ rights or seek out ways to limit their legal liability for compliance.\textsuperscript{28} The aim here too is to cut costs and ultimately increase profits.

Weak legal and labor regulatory environments that characterize most African countries thus attract businesses that seek to cut costs by minimizing costs associated with labor. They provide a convenient location for the operation of such entities. Further, the motivations and actions of the employers in such firms also seem to be facilitated by weaknesses or unwillingness on the part of host governments to enforce labor standard.\textsuperscript{29} Some countries may genuinely desire to apply labor standards but have deficient and/or limited enforcement capabilities.\textsuperscript{30} These conditions, again, add


\textsuperscript{26} Tzehainesh Teklé, \textit{Labour Law and Worker Protection in Developing Countries}, (Bloomberg Academic ed., Feb. 11, 2010).


\textsuperscript{29} Locke, supra note 28.

\textsuperscript{30} Bhorat, Kanbur & Stanwix, supra note 25; Akorsu & Cooke, supra note 25.
to the precarity of work and contribute to casualization that increases informality in Africa.

Corruption in developing countries

Research and media reports make a clear link, regarding corruption, between foreign investment as well as the operation of MNCs and public officials in developing countries.\(^{31}\) Such corruption is usually a consequence of collusion between political and economic interests. Hence, public officials in many developing countries may take bribes from MNCs to, among other things, push business deals, facilitate the awarding of contracts, avoid or overcome bureaucratic delays and overlook labor rights violations.\(^{32}\) Such corruption in a host country influences the volume of foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows by creating conditions that are unfavorable to rational economic activity concerning investment. Some literature on corruption and foreign investment goes on to specifically suggest that high levels of corruption in a host country reduce the inflows of FDI because they make the country less attractive to foreign investors.\(^{33}\) High levels of corruption also deter other economic actors from entering and investing in the host country, because the prospective entrants could be faced with obstacles such as overpricing and barriers to entry.

But even for firms that get to enter and invest in such environments, government officials as well as private agents of the host country might prey on them, which consequently introduces inefficiencies and imposes transaction costs that have a bearing on productivity.\(^{34}\) This has severe welfare impacts too, with huge sums of


\(^{33}\) Brada, Drabek & Perez, supra note 31.

\(^{34}\) Id.; Rose-Ackerman, supra note 32.


\(^{37}\) Sundström, supra note 35.
money getting lost in distorted trade.\textsuperscript{35} Predatory corruption has, indeed, been shown to cause harm to a country’s economic growth.\textsuperscript{36}

But firms also pay bribes to reduce regulatory burdens, and this directly impacts workers vis-à-vis their rights in the workplace. This is because corruption tends to weaken enforcement measures in the sense that it impacts the risk assessment of being caught and reduces possibilities of deterring would-be offenders, as they pay lower than what they would for the actual sanction of their offence.\textsuperscript{37} Public organizations that ought to enforce labor standards and protect workers’ rights are thus undermined. Corruption by firms has, in this sense, been shown to have vast societal consequences.\textsuperscript{38} Specifically, MNCs seem to use their power in congress with poor governance in developing countries to create a combination of influential factors that lead to the abuse of labor ethics.

Contrary to expectation, the power of public organizations in developing countries may thus be deployed to suppress rather than enact labor codes on behalf of marginalized labor. Uddin et al.,\textsuperscript{39} for example, have particularly established that labor practices in Bangladesh did not reflect any of the spiritual and ethical values enshrined in labor codes and as expected of public organizations. They show that despite the significance of the garment sector to Bangladesh’s national economy and the global fashion retail markets in Europe and North America, labor exploitation in the sector is rife and has severe consequences. Thousands of employees are subjected to occupational hazards, injuries and deaths. Despite this, exploitation persists and workers’ freedom of association is suppressed.

The public sector is not only complicit in fairly enacting labor codes and ensuring that strict compliance with labor codes on workers’ behalf exists, but political influence, poor governance and institutional corruption collude as factors that drive labor exploitation. Uddin et al. argue that public inspectors entered into unfair relationships with owners of businesses in Bangladesh and took bribes from them to inspect their enterprises and not effect regulatory action against them for non-compliance with labor codes.\textsuperscript{40} This exemplifies the ways in which MNCs collude with public officials and exploit labor in developing countries, despite the existence of labor codes and public agencies that are established to protect workers’ rights. It, in turn, translates into the persistence of precarity of work and informality.

In summary, corruption too deters potential investors from investing in countries wherein, as in the case of weak laws and regulatory environments, this amounts to foregone investment that translates into lost opportunities for the creation of formal jobs. It also has implications for the worker in that it contributes to precarious working


\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Id.}
conditions and relates to casualization that adds to the increase in and the perpetuation of informalization.

**Space for Informality in 4IR Africa**

Since states and governments are responsible for the legal environment in which all economic workers operate, in what ways can those in Africa start to enhance the informal economy’s productivity when they, in the first place, criminalize and are hostile towards that sector and actors? Where they seem ‘sympathetic’, they aggressively seek to draw tax rather than establish conditions that are conducive to the operations of informal workers and businesses.\(^{41}\) Much as informal economy workers should pay tax, the authorities are better off, first, improving business and conditions/environments in which informal workers operate. This should go along with the authorities acknowledging that the informal economy is real, and that it contributes to development. In this way, the authorities will pave the way for meaningful participation of informal workers in development. It will also facilitate the enhancement of the productivity of the informal economy through the exploitation of new technologies that define 4IR.

This would also help cushion the reported possible negative impacts of 4IR. It is argued that automation, and now, the adoption of new technologies such as mobile payment systems may lead to job losses.\(^{42}\) Technology-based work of the future threatens to exclude people with less advanced skills as well as those who may be wrongly skilled. The latter might be skilled and qualified for ‘old’ jobs, but not those in new platform-based sectors and driven by or based on digital technologies. In other words, they are threatened with exclusion because they lack the skill set required for the new jobs. Reports also exist, however, that allay fears of job losses because more people will be recruited in new technology jobs.\(^{43}\) The question to the latter, however, is whether the new jobs are qualitatively comparative to older jobs. That is, do workers that end up in the informal economy due to 4IR find themselves in precarious conditions? Or, are those who hold formal jobs better off?

**The Future of Informal Labor in 4IR Africa: Some Concluding Remarks**

The recommendation in WDR 2019 for society to, among other things, invest in early childhood education as a way of ensuring benefits from the opportunities that new technologies offer is welcome. But it is also long term. In the meantime, what

---


happens to the cohort of workers thrown out of the formal workforce in the late 1980s and early 1990s due to globalization and related structuring and restructuring? And the casualties of digitalization too? A quick and concise suggestion is, reskilling and retooling.

Another recommendation in WDR 2019, which seems meant to address the segment of the workforce discussed in this paper, is to create stable, formal sector jobs (or the formalization of informal jobs). This proposed solution to informality is, however, not novel. It is a rehash of an old argument based on the assumption of a dual, i.e., traditional—modern, economy. That argument posits that the informal economy is backward and unable to transform an economy into modernity. To this is added the assertion of criminality and law breaking because it is argued that informal workers avoid paying tax, operate in the shadow economy and engage in clandestine activities. Formalization is thus proposed as a catch all solution that should meet the needs of both the informal workers and the state, which seeks to raise revenue from the workers. The argument is pushed without making working conditions better for them or their operating environment any better.

The suggestion has not been successful in reducing informality either. It is further unlikely to lead to any meaningful change or provide real solutions to the purported problem of informality in Africa. It is, however, noteworthy that even with the double challenge of increasing informality in African labor markets, informal economy workers will find ways to leverage and exploit the power and potential of digital technologies to their advantage. In fact, these actors and the informal economy, even without formalization, are already leveraging digital technologies to their advantage.

Finally, the new industrial organization represented in 41R raises policy questions regarding competition, taxation and privacy. However, it does not adequately address the age-old question of labor and job creation and optimal levels of employment in an economy, which in the case of Africa and its bulging youth sector portends major challenges into the future.

47 GATHII ET AL., supra note 41.